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THE PICARD GROUP OF AN ORDER AND KU¨LSHAMMER REDUCTION
FLORIAN EISELE
Abstract. Let (K,O , k) be a p-modular system and assume k is algebraically closed. We show that if
Λ is an O-order in a separable K-algebra, then PicO(Λ) carries the structure of an algebraic group over
k. As an application to the modular representation theory of finite groups, we show that a reduction
theorem by Ku¨lshammer concerned with Donovan’s conjecture remains valid over O.
1. Introduction
Let (K,O , k) be a p-modular system for some prime p > 0, and assume that k is algebraically
closed. It is well-known and easy to prove that the automorphisms group Autk(A) of a finite-
dimensional k-algebra A is an algebraic group. The same is true for the group of outer auto-
morphisms Outk(A), and therefore also for the Picard group Pick(A) as well as Picent(A), as both
of these contain the identity component of Outk(A) as a subgroup of finite index. However, not
much can be said about the structure of these algebraic groups in general. The class of alge-
bras we are interested in most in this article are blocks of finite group algebras, which have the
additional property that they can be defined over both k and O. In the known examples, the
Picard group of a block defined over O turns out to be much smaller than the Picard group of
the corresponding block defined over k. For instance, the “F∗-theorem” (see [6]) shows that if N
is a normal p-subgroup of a finite group G such that CG(N) ⊆ N , then PicO(OG) is finite. In the
same vein, using a result of Weiss (see [14, Theorem 2]) one can show that if G has a normal Sylow
p-subgroup, then PicO(OG) is finite. The finiteness of the Picard group is preserved by derived
equivalences, and therefore all blocks of abelian defect (defined over O) should have finite Picard
groups, provided Broue´’s abelian defect group conjecture holds. With all of this in mind, interest
in the structure of PicO(OG) for finite groups G has recently resurged. In particular [1] studies
certain finite subgroups of PicO(OG), but leaves open the question whether these finite subgroups
are proper. One of the emerging questions on Picard groups of block algebras is therefore:
Question. For which finite groups G is PicO(OG) finite?
Of course we could ask the same question for individual blocks. To the best of the author’s
knowledge there are no known examples where PicO(OG) turns out to be infinite. To approach the
question above, one could first try to endow PicO(OG)with additional structure. That is what we
do in this article, with the added benefit of an immediate application to modular representation
theory. Our main result is the following structural theorem on Picard groups of more general
O-orders:
Theorem 1.1 (see Theorem 3.5). If Λ is an O-order in a separable K-algebra, then OutO(Λ) has the
structure of an algebraic group over k.
The author is supported by EPSRC grant EP/M02525X/1.
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Note that we use the term “algebraic group” in the classical sense, rather than as a synonym of
“group scheme”. The question whether we can define a (possibly non-reduced) “outer automor-
phism group scheme” of an O-order is interesting, but we do not consider it in this article. The
proof of Theorem 1.1 combines the theory of Witt vectors with theorems of Maranda and Higman
on lifting from O/pnO for large n to O.
Theorem 1.1 suggests a different approach to the aforementioned finiteness question. Namely, it
is sufficient to determine the Lie algebra of PicO(Λ), and finiteness follows if it is zero-dimensional.
For a finite-dimensional k-algebra A, the Lie algebra of Outk(A) embeds into the first Hochschild
cohomology group HH1(A), which can be identified with the Lie algebra of the “outer automor-
phism group scheme” of A. It is tempting to ask whether a similar relationship exists between
the Lie algebra of PicO(Λ) and HH
1(Λ) (which vanishes if Λ is a block). However, these questions
are outside of the scope of this short article. Instead, we focus our attention on an application in
modular representation theorywhich follows fromTheorem1.1 in a fairly straightforwardmanner,
a generalisation of a theorem of Ku¨lshammer (see [11]):
Theorem 1.2 (see Theorem 4.17 and Corollary 4.18). Let D be a finite p-group. Then the following two
statements are equivalent:
(1) Donovan’s conjecture for blocks of defect D (defined over O): there are only finitely many Morita
equivalence classes of blocks with defect group D.
(2) There are only finitely many Morita equivalence classes of blocks B of OH for finite groups H with
the property that
(a) B has defect group isomorphic to D.
(b) H  〈Dh | h ∈ H〉, where we have identified D with the defect group of B.
Theorem 1.2 was the original motivation for Theorem 1.1, as the fact that the results of [11]
were not known to hold over O prevented them from being combined with the results on “strong
Frobenius numbers” in [5], which only work over O. This was one of the obstacles in reducing
Donovan’s conjecture for blocks of abeliandefect (defined overO) to blocks of quasi-simple groups,
which will be the subject of [4] (in preparation).
2. Witt vectors and OutO(Λ/p
n
Λ) as an algebraic group
Definition 2.1 (Witt vectors, cf. [12, Chapter II §6]). Let k be a commutative ring.
(1) Define
W(k) 
∏
Z≥0
k
We can define addition and multiplication onW(k) in such a way that W(k) becomes a commutative
ring, and for each i ≥ 0 there are polynomials σi , µi ∈ k[X0, . . . ,Xi , Y0, . . . , Yi] such that
(u + v)i  σi(u0, . . . , ui , v0, . . . , vi)
and
(u · v)i  µi(u0, . . . , ui , v0, . . . , vi).
The (injective) map
τ : k −→ W(k) : u 7→ (u , 0, 0, . . .)
is multiplicative. The unit element of W(k) is (1, 0, 0, . . .) and the zero element is (0, 0, 0, . . .).
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(2) If k is a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, then W(k) is a complete discrete valuation ring of
characteristic zero with uniformiser p and residue field k. Furthermore, the element p  1+ . . . + 1
(the sum being taken in the ring W(k)) is equal to
(0, 1, 0, . . .)
and therefore projecting to the first n components of W(k) induces an isomorphism
W(k)/pnW(k)
∼
−→ Wn(k)
whereWn(k)  k
n denotes the ring of truncatedWitt vectors of length n (addition andmultiplication
being defined by the same polynomials σi and µi).
For the remainder of this section let k denote an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0.
Proposition 2.2. Let n , l ∈ N. If f ∈ Wn(k)[X1, . . . ,Xl] is a polynomial, then the map
(1) Wn(k)
l −→ Wn(k) : (x1 , . . . , xl) 7→ f (x1, . . . , xl)
is a morphism of varieties.
Proof. Let us denote the map in (1) by ϕ f . If f is a constant polynomial or equal to one of the
Xi’s, then ϕ f is a constant function or a projection onto a direct factor, respectively. In particular,
ϕ f is a morphism of varieties in this case. If f and g are polynomials such that ϕ f and ϕg are
morphisms of varieties, then so are ϕ f+g and ϕ f ·g , as for any (x1 , . . . , xl) ∈ Wn(k)
l the components
of the image under these maps are given by
(ϕ f+g (x1 , . . . , xl))i  σi(ϕ f (x1, . . . , xl), ϕg(x1, . . . , xl))
and
(ϕ f ·g(x1 , . . . , xl))i  µi(ϕ f (x1 , . . . , xl), ϕg(x1 , . . . , xl)).
Since we already showed the assertion for a set of generators ofWn(k)[X1, . . . ,Xl]we are done. 
Proposition 2.3. Let n ∈ N. The unit group Wn(k)
× is a Zariski-open subset of Wn(k), and the inversion
map Wn(k)
× −→ Wn(k)
× : x 7→ x−1 is a morphism of varieties.
Proof. Wn(k)
×
 {x ∈ Wn(k) | x0 , 0} is clearly Zariski-open, with coordinate ring
k[X0, . . . ,Xn−1,X
−1
0 ]. The inversion map is given by
(2) x 7→ τ(x−10 ) ·
n−1∑
i0
(1 + (−1) · τ(x−10 ) · x)
i
Multiplication (and therefore exponentiation) as well as addition are clearly given by polynomial
functions in the components of the arguments. Therefore the components of the right hand side
are given by polynomials in X0, . . . ,Xn−1 andX
−1
0 , which shows that the assignment is amorphism
of varieties. 
Proposition 2.4. Let n , r ∈ N. The group GLr(Wn(k)) is a Zariski-open subset of Wn(k)
r×r , and multi-
plication and inversion turn GLr(Wn(k)) into an algebraic group over k. Every subset X ⊆ GLr(Wn(k))
given as the vanishing set of polynomials in Wn(k)[Ti, j , det((Ti, j)i, j)
−1 | i , j  1, . . . , r] is Zariski-closed.
Proof. By Proposition 2.2 the polynomial det  det((Ti, j)i, j) defines a morphism of varieties
Wn(k)
r×r −→ Wn(k). By Proposition 2.3 the subset Wn(k)
× of Wn(k) is Zariski-open. Hence
so is its preimage in Wn(k)
r×r , which is GLr(Wn(k)). It also follows from Proposition 2.3 that
det−1 defines a morphism of varieties GLr(Wn(k)) −→ Wn(k)
×. By looking at multiplication and
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inversion maps entry by entry they are now easily seen to be morphisms (using Proposition 2.2).
The same is true for the claim on subsets defined by polynomials. 
Proposition 2.5. Let n ∈ N be arbitrary and let Λ be a Wn(k)-algebra which is free and finitely generated
as a Wn(k)-module.
(1) AutWn(k)(Λ) is an algebraic group over k.
(2) Inn(Λ) is a Zariski-closed subgroup of AutWn(k)(Λ). In particular, the quotient
OutWn(k)(Λ)  AutWn(k)(Λ)/Inn(Λ)
is an algebraic group.
Proof. Let r  rankWn(k)(Λ) and choose aWn(k)-basis λ1, . . . , λr ofΛ. There are structure constants
ci, j;v ∈ Wn(k) for i , j, v ∈ {1, . . . , r} such that λi · λ j 
∑r
v1 ci, j;v · λv.
(1) The group AutWn(k)(Λ) is equal to{
(mi, j)i, j ∈ GLr(Wn(k))
 ∑rs ,t1 mi,s · m j,t · cs ,t;v  ∑rw1 ci, j;w · mw ,v for i , j, v  1, . . . , r
}
which is an algebraic group by Proposition 2.4.
(2) The action of Wn(k)
r×r on Λ with respect to the basis λ1, . . . , λr gives us two different
embeddings Λ −→ Wn(k)
r×r corresponding to right and left multiplication, respectively.
Note that U(Λ) is simply the preimage of GLr(Wn(k)) under either of those embeddings.
HenceU(Λ) is a Zariski-open subset ofΛ, andwe get twomorphisms of varietiesU(Λ) −→
GLr(Wn(k)). One of those is already a homomorphism of groups, the other one becomes
one after being composed with the inversion map on GLr(Wn(k)). Now we just consider
the diagonal embedding ofU(Λ) intoU(Λ) × U(Λ) followed by the direct product of the
two group homomorphisms into GLr(Wn(k)), followed by multiplication GLr(Wn(k)) ×
GLr(Wn(k)) −→ GLr(Wn(k)). All of the maps involved in this construction are morphisms
of varieties, and the resulting map is a group homomorphismU(Λ) −→ AutW(k)(Λ)whose
image is Inn(Λ). This proves the claim, as the image of a homomorphism of affine algebraic
groups is automatically closed. 
Proposition 2.6. Let O be a commutative W(k)-order, and let Λ be an O-order. Then GLO(Λ/p
n
Λ) ⊆
GLW(k)(Λ/p
n
Λ) is an algebraic subgroup for any n ∈ N. In particular
AutO(Λ/p
n
Λ)  AutW(k)(Λ/p
n
Λ) ∩GLO(Λ/p
n
Λ)
is an algebraic group, and so is
OutO(Λ/p
n
Λ)  AutO(Λ/p
n
Λ)/Inn(Λ/pnΛ)
Proof. Set l  rankW(k)(O) and r  rankO(Λ). The ring O actsW(k)-linearly onΛ bymultiplication,
which induces a homomorphismO −→ EndW(k)(Λ/p
n
Λ)  Wn(k)
r ·l×r ·l. Let c1, . . . , cl ∈ Wn(k)
r ·l×r ·l
denote the images of aW(k)-basis of O under this homomorphism. Then
GLO(Λ/p
n
Λ) 
{
(mi, j)i, j ∈ GLr ·l(Wn(k))
 ∑r ·lt1(ca)s ,t · mt ,v  ∑r ·lt1 ms ,t · (ca)t ,v for all 1 ≤ s , v ≤ r · l and 1 ≤ a ≤ l
}
which is an algebraic group by Proposition 2.4. The other assertions follow immediately. 
Corollary 2.7. Let O be a commutative W(k)-order, and let Λ be an O-order. For any n ∈ N the group
OutO(Λ/p
n
Λ) is an affine algebraic group (as we saw), and for any m ≥ n the canonical map
OutO(Λ/p
m
Λ) −→ OutO(Λ/p
n
Λ)
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is a homomorphism of algebraic groups.
Proof. This follows immediately fromPropositions 2.5 and 2.6 (take themorphismGLr(Wm(k)) −→
GLr(Wn(k)) given by truncating the entries, restrict to AutO(Λ/p
m
Λ) and then pass to the quotient
by inner automorphisms). 
3. OutO(Λ) as a subgroup of OutO(Λ/p
n
Λ)
In this section we let (K,O , k) denote an arbitrary p-modular system. We assume that O is
complete, and by π we denote a generator of the unique maximal ideal of O. Note that O is a
commutativeW(k)-order.
Definition 3.1. Let Λ be an O-order in a separable K-algebra. Let I(Λ) E O be the ideal consisting of those
elements which annihilate H1(Λ, T) for all two-sided Λ-modules T. By [8] the ideal I(Λ) is non-zero, and
therefore equal to πd(Λ)O for some d(Λ) ∈ N. We call d(Λ) the depth of Λ.
Remark 3.2. The cohomology groups H i(Λ,−) above are taken in the sense of Hochschild cohomology (see
[13, Chapter 9] or [2]).
(1) πd(Λ) · H1(Λ, T)  0 for all Λ-Λ-bimodules T implies that πd(Λ) · H i(Λ, T)  0 for all i ≥ 1 and
all Λ-Λ-bimodules T. (see [8, Introduction])
(2) If M and N are Λ-lattices then H1(Λ,HomO(M,N))  Ext
1
Λ
(M,N). (see [13, Lemma 9.1.9])
(3) The depth of OG is equal to the π-valuation of |G |. (see [8, Introduction])
Lemma 3.3. The canonical map
OutO(Λ) −→ OutO(Λ/π
s
Λ)
is injective for any s ≥ d(Λ ⊗O Λ
op) + 1.
Proof. Our claim is equivalent to the assertion that an isomorphism of Λ-Λ-bimodules
α(Λ/π
s
Λ)  β(Λ/π
s
Λ)
for automorphisms α, β ∈ AutO(Λ) implies the existence of an isomorphism
αΛ  βΛ
Hence it suffices to prove that twoΛ-Λ-bilatticesM and N are isomorphic if and only ifM/πsM 
N/πsN . Wemay regardΛ-Λ-bimodules asΛ⊗OΛ
op-modules. Hence an application ofMaranda’s
theorem [3, Theorem (30.14)] implies the claim. 
Lemma 3.4 (cf. [8]). Let Λ be an O-order in a separable K-algebra. Then the image of the canonical map
AutO(Λ) −→ AutO(Λ/π
s+1
Λ)
is equal to the image of the canonical map
AutO(Λ/π
2s+1
Λ) −→ AutO(Λ/π
s+1
Λ)
for all s ≥ d(Λ)
Proof. The proof from [8] carries over to this situation almost verbatim. We still provide a complete
proof here, as the proof found in [8] technically proves a different statement and contains several
misprints.
Start with an element β ∈ AutO(Λ/π
2s+1
Λ). We can find an O-linear map α1 : Λ −→ Λ which
reduces to β mod π2s+1. We need to show that there is an algebra automorphism α of Λ such that
α ≡ α1 (mod π
s+1).
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We will proceed by induction. Namely, we will show that if αi : Λ −→ Λ is an O-linear map
inducing an algebra automorphism on Λ/π2s+iΛ for some i ≥ 1, then there is an an O-linear map
αi+1 : Λ −→ Λ inducing an algebra automorphism of Λ/π
2s+i+1
Λ such that
(3) αi+1 ≡ αi (mod π
s+i).
Once we have shown this, we can simply take
α  lim
i→∞
αi
Equation (3) shows that this is a convergent series, and that the reduction mod πs+1 of α is exactly
β. Moreover, α is a bijective since β is bijective (bijectivity can be checked mod π, thanks to the
Nakayama lemma). It is an automorphism since each αi induces an automorphism on Λ/π
s+i
Λ.
Now let us find αi+1. Define an O-linear map
(4) f : Λ ⊗O Λ −→ Λ : x ⊗ y 7→ αi(xy) − αi(x) · αi(y).
Then f satisfies the relation
(5) f (x ⊗ yz) − f (xy ⊗ z)  f (x ⊗ y) · αi(z) − αi(x) · f (y ⊗ z)
Because αi induces, by assumption, an automorphism mod π
2s+i , it follows that the image of f is
contained in π2s+iΛ, that is, f  π2s+i · g for some O-linear map g : Λ ⊗O Λ −→ Λ, subject to the
same identity as f (i.e. (5)). Since αi is invertible we can define the map
g¯ : Λ ⊗O Λ −→ Λ/π
2s+i
Λ : x ⊗ y 7→ α−1i (g(x ⊗ y)) + π
2s+i
Λ
Equation (5) yields
(6) g¯(x ⊗ yz) − g¯(xy ⊗ z)  g¯(x ⊗ y) · z − x · g¯(y ⊗ z)
which implies that g¯ defines an element of H2(Λ,Λ/π2s+iΛ). By assumption, πs annihilates this
cohomology group, that is,
(7) πs · g¯(x ⊗ y)  x · h(y) + h(x) · y − h(x · y) + π2s+iΛ
for some O-linear map h : Λ −→ Λ. Define
(8) αi+1(x)  αi(x) + π
s+i · αi(h(x)).
We have
(9)
αi+1(x · y)  αi(x · y) + π
s+i · αi(h(x · y))
 αi(x) · αi(y) + f (x ⊗ y) + π
s+i · αi(h(x · y))
 αi(x) · αi(y) + π
s+i · (πs · g(x ⊗ y) + αi(h(x · y)))
Now
(10)
πs · g(x ⊗ y) + αi(h(x · y)) ≡ αi(π
s · g¯(x ⊗ y) + h(x · y))
≡ αi(x · h(y) + h(x) · y) (mod π
2s+i)
Since 2 · (s + i) ≥ 2s + i + 1 we get
(11)
αi+1(x · y) ≡ αi(x) · αi(y) + π
s+i · (αi(x · h(y) + h(x) · y))
≡ (αi(x) + π
s+i · αi(h(x))) · (αi(y) + π
s+i · αi(h(y)))
≡ αi+1(x) · αi+1(y) (mod π
2s+i+1)
That is, αi+1 induces an algebra automorphism on Λ/π
2s+i+1 as claimed. 
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Theorem 3.5. Let Λ be an O-order in a separable K-algebra, and let s ≥ max{d(Λ), d(Λ ⊗O Λ
op)}. Then
the canonical map
(12) OutO(Λ) −→ OutO(Λ/π
s+1
Λ)
is injective and its image is equal to the image of the canonical map
(13) OutO(Λ/π
t
Λ) −→ OutO(Λ/π
s+1
Λ).
for any t ≥ 2s + 1. In particular, if k is algebraically closed and r ∈ N is chosen such that πrO  pO,
thenOutO(Λ) is isomorphic to an algebraic subgroup of the algebraic groupOutO(Λ/p
n
Λ), for any natural
number n ≥ s+1r .
Proof. The injectivity of the map in equation (12) follows immediately from Lemma 3.3. The fact
that the images of themaps in equations (12) and (13) coincide follows from Lemma 3.4. The claim
that the morphism given in (13) is a morphism of algebraic groups (making its image an algebraic
group) follows from Corollary 2.7. 
4. Ku¨lshammer reduction
Throughout this section let (K,O , k) be a p-modular system for some p > 0 and assume that k
is algebraically closed. In [11], Ku¨lshammer showed that any block B of a group algebra kG for
a finite group G is Morita equivalent to a crossed product of a block B′ of kH and a p′-group X,
where H is a finite group and B′ has the property that its defect groups generate H. The order
of the p′-group X is also bounded in terms of D. Moreover, Ku¨lshammer showed that there are
only finitely many isomorphism classes of crossed products between any given finite-dimensional
k-algebra A and any given p′-group X. This last result is the only part of [11] where the arguments
rely on the coefficient ring being a field, while all other results carry over to blocks over O with
minimal effort. Themain ingredient in the proof that there are only finitely many crossed products
of A and X is the fact that there are only finitely many conjugacy classes of homomorphisms
X −→ Outk(A) on account of Outk(A) being an algebraic group over k. Now Theorem 3.5 shows
that OutO(Λ) is an algebraic group as well, whereΛ is an O-order in a separable K-algebra. Hence
one would expect that Ku¨lshammer’s results remain true if k is replaced by O. That is what we
show in this section, closely following the line of reasoning from [11].
Definition 4.1. Let G be a finite group.
(1) A G-graded ring A 
⊕
g∈G Ag is called a crossed product of R  A1 and G if Ag ∩U(A) , ∅
for all g ∈ G.
(2) We call two G-graded rings A and B with A1  B1  R weakly equivalent if they are isomorphic
as G-graded rings, that is, if there is a ring isomorphism ϕ : A −→ B such that ϕ(Ag)  Bg for
all g ∈ G.
(3) Let R be a ring. A parameter set of G inΛ is a pair (α, γ) such that α : G −→ AutZ(R) : g 7→ αg
and γ : G × G −→ U(R) are maps satisfying the identities
(14) αg ◦ αh  ιγ(g,h) ◦ αgh and γ(g , h) · γ(gh , k)  αg(γ(h , k)) · γ(g , hk)
for all g , h , k ∈ R, where ιγ(g,h) denotes the inner automorphism of R induced by conjugation by
γ(g , h).
(4) Two parameter sets (α, γ) and (α′, γ′) are called equivalent if there is a map r : G −→ U(R) such
that
(15) α′g  ιr(g) ◦ αg and γ
′(g , h)  r(g) · αg(r(h)) · γ(g , h) · r(gh)
−1
for all g , h ∈ G.
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Definition 4.2. A parameter set (α, γ) defines a crossed product A  R ∗(α,γ) G. We construct A as a free
G-graded left R-module with basis {ug | g ∈ G} such that the homogeneous component Ag is equal to Rug.
Multiplication is defined by the rule
(16) rgug · rhuh  rgαg(rh)γ(g , h)ugh for all rg , rh ∈ R
extended additively and distributively.
Lemma 4.3 (see [11, Section 4]). (1) If (α, γ) and (α′, γ′) are equivalent parameter sets, then the
induced homomorphisms α¯ : G −→ OutZ(R) and α¯
′ : G −→ OutZ(R) are equal.
(2) The parameter sets (α, γ) such that α induces a given homomorphism ω : G −→ OutZ(R) are in
bijection with the set H2(G, ωU(Z(R))), where ωU(Z(R)) denotes the ZG-module which is equal to
U(Z(R)) as an abelian group, the action of G being given by ω |Z(R) ∈ OutZ(Z(R))  AutZ(Z(R)).
Lemma 4.4. If G is a finite group of order co-prime to p and Λ is a commutative O-order on which G acts
by O-algebra automorphisms, then H i(G,U(Λ)) is finite for all i ≥ 1.
Proof. Wehave a short exact sequence 0 −→ (1 + J(Λ)) −→ U(Λ) −→ U(Λ/J(Λ)) −→ 0,where J(Λ)
denotes the Jacobson radical of Λ. The resulting long exact sequence of cohomology yields exact
sequences H i(G, 1 + J(Λ)) −→ H i(G,U(Λ)) −→ H i(G,U(Λ/J(Λ))) for all i ≥ 1. Hence it suffices
to show that H i(G, 1 + J(Λ)) and H i(G,U(Λ/J(Λ))) are finite. As Λ/J(Λ) is a finite-dimensional
k-algebra, the latter follows immediately from [11, Proposition in section 3]. And H i(G, 1 + J(Λ))
is in fact zero, as the map 1 + J(Λ) −→ 1 + J(Λ) : 1 + x 7→ (1 + x)|G |  1 + |G | · x + (· · · ) · x2
is bijective (surjectivity follows from Hensel’s lemma, and if x lies in the kernel, then 1 + x2Λ 
(1 + x)|G | + x2Λ  1 + |G | · x + x2Λ, i.e. |G | · x ∈ x2Λ, which is impossible). 
Definition 4.5. Let S be a commutative ring, let R be an S-algebra and let G be a finite group.
(1) Let A be a crossed product of R and G. We say that A is an S-linear crossed product if the image
of S under the canonical embedding R ֒→ A is contained in Z(A) (turning A into an S-algebra and
the natural embedding into an S-algebra homomorphism).
(2) We call a parameter set (α, γ) of G in R an S-linear parameter set if the image of α is contained
in AutS(R) (rather than just AutZ(R)).
Proposition 4.6. Assume R is an S-algebra for some commutative ring S. The crossed product R ∗(α,γ) G
is S-linear if and only if the parameter set (α, γ) is S-linear.
Proof. Wefirst show that we can assumewithout loss that γ(1, 1)  1. This is achieved by replacing
(α, γ) by an equivalent parameter system (α′, γ′), defined via formula (15) with r(g)  γ(1, 1)−1
for all g. By formula (14) for g  h  1, α1  ιγ(1,1), so α1(γ(1, 1))  γ(1, 1). Now (15) evaluated
at g  h  1 with our choice of r yields γ′(1, 1)  1. So assume γ(1, 1)  1. It follows that
α1  ιγ(1,1)  idR. By setting g  h  1 in (14) we obtain γ(1, k)  1 for all k ∈ G and by setting
h  k  1 we obtain γ(g , 1)  1 for all g ∈ G.
All we need to show to prove our claim is that the embedding R ֒→ R ∗(α,γ) G maps S into the
centre of R ∗(α,γ) G if and only if αg ∈ AutS(R), or, equivalently, αg |S  idS for all g ∈ G. S gets
mapped into the centre of R ∗(α,γ) G if and only if for all s ∈ S, r ∈ R and g ∈ G we have
(17) su1 · rug  rug · su1 ⇔ sα1(r)γ(1, g)ug  rαg(s)γ(g , 1)ug ⇔ sr  rαg(s)
As S is central in R, the rightmost equation is satisfied for all r and s if αg |S  idS. In the other
direction, setting r  1 implies αg |S  idS. 
Definition 4.7. Let S be a commutative ring and let R be an S-algebra.
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(1) If A and B are S-linear crossed products of R and G, then we say A and B are weakly equivalent
if A and B are isomorphic as G-graded S-algebras.
(2) We define an action of AutS(R) on S-linear parameter sets as follows: for τ ∈ AutS(R) and an
S-linear parameter set (α, γ), define τ(α, γ)  (τα, τγ), where (τα)g  τ◦αg ◦τ
−1 and τγ  τ◦γ.
Note that the action of AutS(R) on equivalence classes of S-linear parameter sets is well defined.
Proposition 4.8. Let S be a commutative ring, and let R be an S-algebra. There is a bijection between weak
equivalence classes of S-linear crossed products of R and G and AutS(R)-orbits on S-linear parameter sets
of G in R.
Proof. Given an S-linear parameter set (α, γ) and a τ ∈ AutS(R), it follows from (16) that the
assignment rgug 7→ τ(rg)vg defines an isomorphism of G-graded S-algebras between R ∗(α,γ) G ⊕
Rug and R ∗τ(α,γ) G 
⊕
Rvg. In the other direction, given such an isomorphism, we may
take τ to be the restriction to R of this isomorphism (after normalising (α, γ) in such a way that
γ(1, 1)  1, as we did in Proposition 4.6, which turns r 7→ ru1 and r 7→ rv1 into morphisms of
S-algebras). 
Corollary 4.9. If Λ is an O-order in a separable K-algebra, and G is a finite group, then there are only
finitely many O-linear crossed products of Λ and G.
If G is a finite group and N E G is a normal subgroup, then OG is a crossed product of ON and
X  G/N . To be more precise: if we fix a map X −→ G : x 7→ [x] assigning coset representatives,
then the maps αx : ON −→ ON : a 7→ [x] · a · [x]
−1 for x ∈ X and γ(x , y)  [x] · [y] · [xy]−1 for
x , y ∈ X define an O-linear parameter set such that OG  ON ∗(α,γ) X. This descends to blocks in
some cases, as the following corollary shows.
Corollary 4.10. If G is a finite group, N EG is a normal subgroup and b ∈ Z(OG)∩ON is an idempotent,
then OGb is an O-linear crossed product of ONb and G/N.
Proof. If we write OG as ON ∗(α,γ) G/N , then one readily sees that OGb  ONb ∗(α′,γ′) X with
α′x  αx |ONb and γ
′(x , y)  γ(x , y) · b. 
Proposition 4.11 (Fong correspondence). Let G be a finite group and and let NEG be a normal subgroup.
Let B  OGb be a block of OG and let C  ONc be a block of ON such that b · c , 0. Set T  CG(c). Then
there is a unique block E  OTe of OT such that b · c · e , 0. The block E is called the Fong correspondent
of B with respect to C. It has the following properties:
(1) OGe is a free right E-module of rank [G : T].
(2) The left action of B on OGe induces an isomorphism between B and EndE(OGe)  E
[G:T]×[G:T].
Proof. Note that the definition of T and E does not depend on whether the coefficient ring is a
discrete valuation ring or a field. Therefore, the uniqueness of E follows directly from [9, Theorem
C]. Moreover, [9, Theorem C] shows that kGe is a free right kTe-module of rank [G : T], which
immediately implies that OGe is a free OTe-module of the same rank, as projective modules
are determined by their reductions modulo π (see [3, Theorems (30.4) and (30.11)]). As OGe
is projective as a right E-module, we have k ⊗ EndE(OGe)  EndkTe(kGe) (the map being the
canonical one). In particular, the map B −→ EndE(OGe) induced by left multiplication becomes
an isomorphism upon tensoring with k. Hence the Nakayama lemma implies that the map itself
has to be an isomorphism. 
Definition 4.12. Let R ∈ {O , k}, let G be a finite group and let H ⊆ G be a subgroup. If B is a block of RG
and C is a block of RH, then B and C are called naturally Morita equivalent if there is an R-subalgebra
S ⊆ B such that S  Rn×n for some n ∈ N and multiplication induces an isomorphism C ⊗R S −→ B.
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Proposition 4.13 ([7, Proposition 2.4]). In the setting of Definition 4.12, two blocks OGb and OHc are
naturally Morita equivalent if and only if kGb and kHc are naturally Morita equivalent.
Corollary 4.14 ([10, Theorem 7]). Let G be a finite group and let N E G be a normal subgroup. Let
B  OGb and C  ONc be blocks such that b · c , 0 (i.e. B covers C). Then B and C are naturally Morita
equivalent if and only if they share a defect group and CG(c)  G (i.e. the block C is stable under the action
of G by conjugation).
Proof. The analogue of the assertion over k is exactly the statement of [10, Theorem 7]. Now
Proposition 4.13 allows us to replace k by O. 
Proposition 4.15. Let Λ be an O-order, let G be a finite group and let Γ be an O-linear crossed product
of Λ and G. If e ∈ Λ is an idempotent with the property that eΛ  α(e)Λ as right Λ-modules for all
α ∈ AutO(Λ), then eΓe is an O-linear crossed product of eΛe and G.
Proof. Since e ∈ Λ  Γ1 is homogeneous, the O-order eΓe is G-graded with (eΓe)g  eΓge for all
g ∈ G. In particular (eΓe)1  eΛe. All we have to show is that (eΓe)g contains a unit for each
g ∈ G. For g ∈ G let ug be a (fixed) unit in Γg . Then conjugation by ug induces an automorphism
αg on Γ1  Λ, and therefore ugeu
−1
g  αg(e)  xg ex
−1
g for some xg ∈ U(Λ) (as eΛ  αg(e)Λ implies
that e and αg(e) are conjugate). It follows that u
′
g  ugx
−1
g ∈ Γg is a unit which commutes with e.
Now u′ge · u
′
g
−1e  e, that is, u′ge ∈ (eΓe)g is a unit in eΓe, as required. 
Corollary 4.16. Let G be a finite group and let Λ be an O-order.
(1) AnO-linear crossed product Γ ofΛn×n and G is isomorphic to Γ′n×n , where Γ′ is an O-linear crossed
product of Λ and G.
(2) An O-linear crossed product of Λ and G is Morita equivalent to an O-linear crossed product of Λ0
and G, where Λ0 is the basic order of Λ.
Proof. (1) Let e1, . . . , en denote the diagonal matrix units in Λ
n×n (i.e. the “standard idempo-
tents”). Since these are conjugate to one another in Λn×n , they are also conjugate in Γ. As
they are orthogonal and sum up to one, it follows that Γ  (e1Γe1)
n×n . All we need to show
is that Γ′  e1Γe1 is a crossed product as claimed, and by Proposition 4.15 this reduces to
showing that e1Λ
n×n
 α(e1)Λ
n×n for any α ∈ AutO(Λ
n×n). But
(e1Λ
n×n)⊕n  e1Λ
n×n ⊕ . . . ⊕ enΛ
n×n
 Λ
n×n
 α(e1)Λ
n×n ⊕ . . . ⊕ α(en)Λ
n×n
 (α(e1)Λ
n×n)⊕n
so our claim follows from the Krull-Schmidt theorem.
(2) We have Λ0  eΛe for an idempotent e with the property that eΛ is a basic projective
generator for themodule category ofΛ, which is unique up to isomorphism. But for any α ∈
AutO(Λ) the module α(e)Λ is a twist of eΛ, and therefore also a basic projective generator.
That is, eΛ  α(e)Λ. Now our claim follows immediately from Proposition 4.15. 
Theorem 4.17 (cf. [11, Theorem in Section 5]). Let D be a finite p-group. If B is a block of OG (for
some finite group G) with defect group isomorphic to D, then B  Γn×n , where n ∈ N and Γ is an O-linear
crossed product of X and B′ where X and B′ are as follows:
(1) X is a finite p′-group whose order divides |Out(D)|2
(2) B′ is a block of OH with defect group D, where H is a finite group such that H  〈Dh | h ∈ H〉.
Proof. We will go through the relevant steps of Ku¨lshammer’s argument, and argue wherever
necessary why the individual steps work over O. In general we will not go into too much detail
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about arguments which do not depend on the choice of coefficient ring. In particular, it will not
be necessary to reprove the claim on the order of X.
In the first step, consider a proper normal subgroup N ⊳ G. The blocks of ON form a single
orbit under the action of G (see [9, Theorem B]), and we can choose a representative B′, together
with its stabilizer GB′ ≤ G. Then, by Proposition 4.11, there is a block of B
∗ of OGB′ with defect
group D such that B∗  B[G:GB′]×[G:GB′]. Repeated application of this argument reduces us to the
situation where B covers a unique block of ON for every normal subgroup N of G.
Now define H  〈D g | g ∈ G〉, and let BH denote the unique block of OH covered by B.
The group G acts on BH be conjugation, and we let K denote the kernel of the homomorphism
G −→ Outk(k ⊗O BH). By BK we denote the unique block of OK covered by B. Define X  G/K.
Note that k ⊗O B, k ⊗O BH , k ⊗O BK are the algebras “A”, “B” and “C” from [11], and the group X
is the same as in [11] as well. Hence X is a p′-group whose order divides |Out(D)|2, and the block
idempotents 1BG and 1BK are equal (in general, conjugacy of two idempotents in OG can already
be checked in kG; if one of them is central, then the same is true for equality).
ByCorollary 4.10 theO-order B is a crossedproduct ofX and BK. Now BK and BH share the same
defect group, H is normal in K and BH is stable under the action of K on OH by conjugation. By
Corollary 4.14 it follows that BK and BH are naturally Morita equivalent. In particular BK  B
n×n
H
for some n ∈ N. So now we know that B  (Bn×nH ) ∗(α,γ) X for some n and some parameter set
(α, γ). By Corollary 4.16 (1) it follows that B is isomorphic to Γn×n , where Γ is a crossed product of
BH and X. This completes the proof. 
From Corollary 4.16 (2) we get the following statement, which combined with combined Theo-
rem 4.17 immediately implies Theorem 1.2.
Corollary 4.18. Let G be a finite group, and let B be a block of OG with defect group D ≤ G. Let H be a
subgroup of G containing D such that
(1) H  〈Dh | h ∈ H〉
(2) There is a block B′ of OH of defect D such that B is Morita equivalent to Γn×n for some O-linear
crossed product Γ of B′ and X, where X is a finite group whose order divides |Out(D)|2.
Our claim is: If B′ is Morita equivalent to some fixed basic O-order Λ0, then B is Morita equivalent to an
O-linear crossed product of Λ0 and X . In particular, if we fix Λ0 (that is, if we fix the Morita equivalence
class of B′) and let G and D vary, there are only finitely many possibilities for the Morita equivalence class
of B.
Proof. By Corollary 4.16 (2) the crossed product Γ is Morita equivalent to a crossed product of Λ0
and X, which implies the first part of the statement. To prove the second part of the statement, it
suffices to realise that if two blocks are Morita equivalent, then their defect groups have the same
order (this order can be recovered, for example, as the largest elementary divisor of the Cartan
matrix). In other words, there are only finitely many possibilities for D and X. Corollary 4.9 does
the rest. 
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